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Abstract

One of the key goals of Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) is achieving energy efficiency through workload consolidation. A good example for maximizing energy savings is the Virtualization of Content Delivery Networks (vCDNs) NFV use case where the video streaming workloads exhibit significant difference between prime-time and non-prime-time usage of the infrastructure. This draft examines the practical challenges in maximizing energy efficiency for vCDN workloads. This draft proposes an open NFV architectural framework for conveying content virality information from Cloud applications such as YouTube, Twitter and mechanisms for leveraging it to maximize the energy efficiency for vCDN workloads.
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1. Introduction

Network Operators use a variety of proprietary hardware appliances. Hardware appliances, though deliver performance, are complex to manage, not easy to scale up/down in capacity and not cost effective. NFV [1] is a movement by network operators all over the world such as AT&T, BT, CenturyLink, Deutsche Telekom, Telefonica, Verizon, and more to address the aforementioned issues. NFV involves the implementation of network functions in software that can run on a range of industry standard server hardware, and that can be moved to, or instantiated in, various locations in the network as required, without the need for installation of new equipment. NFV has many use cases [2], notable of which is the vCDN. The goal of vCDN would be to address virtualization of all the CDN components, but the biggest and immediate impact would be on the cache nodes given the growth in content especially in mobile networks [3].

The key benefits of vCDN are

- Overall capacity is shared by all content delivery appliances and other virtualized appliances.
- Since appliances are pure software, it is easy to replace or modify them in the event of new CDN requirements.
- Besides caching of operator’s own content, this enables operators to offer content caching as a service to CDN providers (e.g. Akamai Aura CDN) and large content providers with private CDNs (e.g. Netflix OpenConnect).

Currently, the allocation of VMs for vCDN follows a static model based on weekday prime-time characteristics, business hours etc. This model results in substantial resource over-provisioning, since a lot of content viewed over websites like YouTube and shared over social media like Twitter follow a virality pattern during anytime of weekday or weekend [4]. Additionally, many industry standard servers consume substantial power in the active idle state, which results in severe energy inefficiency. For example, HP ProLiant DL380p Rack Server has a peak power utilization of 324 Watts and consumes 105 Watts (approximately 30% of peak) in the active idle state - this is depicted in Page 17 of [5].

One of the key goals of Network Functions Virtualization (NFV) is achieving energy efficiency through workload consolidation [6]. This draft proposes an open NFV architectural framework for conveying content virality information from applications such as Twitter,
Facebook, YouTube and mechanisms for leveraging it to maximize the energy efficiency for vCDN workloads without compromising performance. This enables network operators to offer new types of content caching services to its CDN customers for example, "Virality Based Content Caching" and also optimize the resource usage of their own CDNs. This draft also does a performance comparison of the proposed approach with the current static model of allocation of VMs for vCDNs and demonstrates the benefits of the approach.

2. Open NFV Architectural Framework

Figure 1 depicts the Open NFV Architectural Framework, adapted from the definition of the ETSI NFV Architectural Framework [7] and extended in this draft to show support for content virality management. It has the following virtual and physical or hardware (HW) infrastructure components as part of NFV Infrastructure (NFVI):

1) Compute - physical servers hosting computing elements in the form of Virtual Machines (VMs)

2) Storage - physical/virtual storage

3) Networking - physical/virtual routers.

The Virtual Infrastructure Manager (VIM), which could be accomplished by open source software like OpenStack [8] for example, performs lifecycle management of the above infrastructure components and maintains a dynamic resource pool of the same. Virtual Network Functions (VNFs) such as firewall, load balancer, CDN etc., each of which runs on multiple VMs, are managed by Virtualized Network Function Manager (VNFM), which performs lifecycle management of VNFs and maintains dynamic resource pool(s) for different types of VNFs. The VNFM exchanges Virtual/Physical resource information with the VIM.

The other elements of the NFV architectural framework include a service orchestrator, and management and support systems such as an Element Management System (EMS), an Operations Support System (OSS), and a Business Support System (BSS).
The various interfaces in the Open NFV architectural framework are

- **Vi-Ha** - Interface between the virtualization layer (e.g. hypervisor for hardware compute servers) and hardware resources

- **Vn-Nf** - Represents the execution environment provided by the NFVI to VNF (e.g. a single VNF could have multiple VMs)

- **Nf-Vi** - Interface to the VIM - used for VM lifecycle management and other purposes

- **Ve-Vnfm** - Interface between VNF/EMS and VNF Manager - used for VNF lifecycle management and other purposes

- **Se-Ma** - Used for getting information about VNF deployment template and other purposes

- **Os-Ma** - Interface to OSS/BSS - handles network service lifecycle management and other functions.

- **Vi-Vnfm** - Interface between VIM and VNFM - handles resource allocation requests by the VNF manager and other functions
To support content virality information in this open architecture, we suggest the availability of such information through open APIs as depicted in Figure 1. The open API can be based on RESTful framework [9] [10]. Content virality information can be streamed in real-time from applications such as YouTube, and submitted to the VNFM through open APIs. This information can be used by VNFM to populate the dynamic vCDN resource pool with the optimal VNF capacity needed for content caching which can be consolidated to a minimal set of VMs and physical servers. Besides content virality information, we also suggest that the architecture could optionally provide a generic open API framework for handling other application information, such as information regarding firewall services, in real-time if available.

In typical current systems, the vCDN resource pool is statically populated by policies such as weekday prime-time characteristics, business hours etc., and can be significantly over-provisioned to handle any dynamic requests. Current systems also do not delve into specific targeted use cases or a framework for conveying application information in real-time.

The rest of the contribution of this draft is to develop these aspects further in an open architecture framework as suggested in Figure 1. In effect, the differentiating aspects of the proposed architectural framework in this draft are

- A dynamic resource pool that is used to optimally populate the vCDN VNFs with the right amount of VMs and physical servers to minimize over-provisioning.

- Parameters of interest for real-time streaming of application information such as content virality, which could be utilized for resource optimization in an open-API framework.

3. System Analysis

This work is in progress in ETSI NFV as a proof of concept [11]. More details will be described in the upcoming revisions of this draft.
4. Open API Parameters

4.1. Content Virality Information

TBD

4.2. Other Application Information

TBD

5. Summary

This draft proposes an NFV architectural framework for conveying content virality information from Cloud applications such as YouTube, Twitter, Facebook and mechanisms for leveraging it to maximize the energy efficiency for vCDN workloads without compromising performance.

More - TBD

6. Future Work

TBD

7. IANA Considerations

This draft does not have any IANA considerations.

8. Security Considerations

Security issues may arise due to the usage of open APIs for exchanging content virality information. These security issues apply to all forms of open APIs and not limited to exchange of content virality information. This is an aspect for further detailed study.
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